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Abstract—The value 1 problem is a decision problem for
probabilistic automata over finite words: given a probabilistic
automaton A, are there words accepted byA with probability
arbitrarily close to 1?

This problem was proved undecidable recently. We sharpen
this result, showing that the undecidability holds even if the
probabilistic automata have only one probabilistic transition.

Our main contribution is to introduce a new class of proba-
bilistic automata, called leaktight automata, for which the value
1 problem is shown decidable (andPSPACE-complete). We
construct an algorithm based on the computation of a monoid
abstracting the behaviors of the automaton, and rely on algebraic
techniques developed by Simon for the correctness proof. The
class of leaktight automata is decidable inPSPACE, subsumes
all subclasses of probabilistic automata whose value1 problem
is known to be decidable (in particular deterministic automata),
and is closed under two natural composition operators.

INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic automata:Rabin invented a very simple yet
powerful model of probabilistic machine called probabilistic
automata, which, quoting Rabin, “are a generalization of finite
deterministic automata” [19]. A probabilistic automaton has
a finite set of statesQ and reads input words over a finite
alphabetA. The computation starts from the initial statei
and consists in reading the input word sequentially; the state
is updated according to transition probabilities determined
by the current state and the input letter. The probability to
accept a finite input word is the probability to terminate the
computation in one of the final statesF ⊆ Q.

From a language-theoretic perspective, several algorithmic
properties of probabilistic automata are known: while language
emptiness is undecidable [2], [13], [18], language equivalence
is decidable [8], [20], [23] as well as other properties [7],[9].

Rather than formal language theory, our initial motivation
for this work comes from control and game theory: we aim
at solving algorithmic questions about partially observable
Markov decision processes and stochastic games. For this
reason, we consider probabilistic automata as machines con-
trolled by a blind controller, who is in charge of choosing the
sequence of input letters in order to maximize the acceptance
probability. While in a fully observable Markov decision
process the controller can observe the current state of the
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process to choose adequately the next input letter, a blind
controller does not observe anything and its choice depends
only on the number of letters already chosen. In other words,
the strategy of a blind controller is an input word of the
automaton.

The value of a probabilistic automaton:With this game-
theoretic interpretation in mind, we define thevalueof a proba-
bilistic automaton as the supremum of acceptance probabilities
over all input words, and we would like to compute this value.
Unfortunately, as a consequence of an undecidability result due
to Paz, the value of an automaton is not computable in general.
However, the following decision problem was conjectured by
Bertoni to be decidable [2]:

Value 1 problem: Given a probabilistic automaton, does
the automaton have value1? In other words are there input
words whose acceptance probability is arbitrarily close to1?

Actually, Bertoni formulated the value1 problem in a
different yet equivalent way: “Is the cut-point1 isolated or
not?”. There is actually a close relation between the value1
problem and the notion of isolated cut-point introduced by
Rabin in the very first paper about probabilistic automata. A
real number0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 is an isolated cut-pointif there exists
a boundǫ > 0 such that the acceptance probability of any
word is either greater thanλ + ǫ or smaller thanλ − ǫ. A
theorem of Rabin states that if the cut-pointλ is isolated, then
the languageLλ = {w | PA(w) ≥ λ} is regular [19]. The
value1 problem can be reformulated in term of isolated cut-
point: an automaton has value1 if and only if 1 is not an
isolated cut-point. Bertoni proved that forλ strictly between
0 and1, the isolation ofλ is undecidable in general, and left
the special caseλ ∈ {0, 1} open.

Recently, the second and third authors of the present paper
proved that the value1 problem is undecidable [13] as
well. However, probabilistic automata, and more generally
partially observable Markov decision processes and stochastic
games, are a widely used model of probabilistic machines
used in many fields like software verification [1], [5], image
processing [10], computational biology [11] and speech pro-
cessing [17]. As a consequence, it is crucial to understand
which decision problems are algorithmically tractable for
probabilistic automata.



Our result: As a first step, we sharpen the undecidability
result: we prove that the value1 problem is undecidable
even for probabilistic automata with only one probabilistic
transition. This result motivated the introduction of a newclass
of probabilistic automata, calledleaktight automata, for which
the value1 problem is decidable. This subclass subsumes
all known subclasses of probabilistic automata sharing this
decidability property and is closed under parallel composition
and synchronized product. Our algorithm to decide the value1
problem computes in polynomial space a finite monoid whose
elements are directed graphs and checks whether it containsa
certain type of elements that are value1 witnesses.

Related works:The value1 problem was proved decid-
able for a subclass of probabilistic automata called♯-acyclic
automata [13]. Since the class of♯-acyclic automata is strictly
contained in the class of leaktight automata, the result of the
present paper extends the decidability result of [13]. Chadha et
al. [3] recently introduced the class of hierarchical probabilistic
automata, which is also strictly contained in the class of
leaktight automata. As a consequence of our result, the value
1 problem is decidable for hierarchical probabilistic automata.
Our proof techniques totally depart from the ones used in [3],
[13]. Instead, we make use of algebraic techniques and in
particular Simon’s factorization forest theorem, which was
successfully used to prove the decidability of the boundedness
problem for distance automata [22].

Outline: We give the basic definitions in Section I. As
a first step we present our algorithm to decide the value
1 problem of probabilistic leaktight automata in Section II,
which is followed by the decidability of the leaktight property
in Section III. Next, in Section IV, we present and prove the
technical core of the paper, called the lower bound lemma.
Finally, Section V investigates properties and provides exam-
ples of leaktight automata. The proofs can be found in the
appendix.

I. DEFINITIONS

A. Probabilistic automata

Let Q be a finite set of states. A probability distribution
overQ is a row vectorδ of size|Q| whose coefficients are real
numbers from the interval[0, 1] and such that

∑
q∈Q δ(q) = 1.

A probabilistic transition matrixM is a square matrix in
[0, 1]Q×Q such that every row ofM is a probability distri-
bution overQ.

Definition 1 (Probabilistic automata). A probabilistic automa-
ton A is a tuple (Q,A, (Ma)a∈A, i, F ), whereQ is a finite
set of states,A is the finite input alphabet,(Ma)a∈A are the
probabilistic transition matrices,i ∈ Q is the initial state and
F ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states.

For each lettera ∈ A, Ma(s, t) is the probability to go
from states to statet when reading lettera. Given an input
word w ∈ A∗, we denote byw(s, t) the probability to go
from states to statet when reading the wordw. Formally,
if w = a1a2 · · · an thenw(s, t) = (Ma1

·Ma2
· · ·Man

)(s, t).
Note that0 ≤ w(s, t) ≤ 1, for all wordsw and statess andt.

Furthermore, the definition of a probabilistic transition matrix
implies that:

∑
t∈Q w(s, t) = 1 for all statess.

Definition 2 (Value and acceptance probability). The accep-
tance probabilityof a word w ∈ A∗ by A is PA(w) =∑

f∈F w(i, f). Thevalueof A, denoted val(A), is the supre-
mum of the acceptance probabilities over all possible input
words:

val(A) = sup
w∈A∗

PA(w) . (1)

B. The value1 problem for probabilistic automata

We are interested in the following decision problem:

Problem (Value1 Problem). Given a probabilistic automaton
A, decide whether val(A) = 1.

The value1 problem can be reformulated using the notion
of isolated cut-point introduced by Rabin in his seminal
paper [19]: an automaton has value1 if and only if the cut-
point 1 is not isolated.

Whereas the formulation of the value1 problem only relies
qualitativelyon the asymptotic behavior of probabilities (the
probability to be in non-final states should be arbitrarily small)
the answer to the value1 problem dependsquantitativelyon
the transition probabilities.
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Fig. 1. This automaton has value1 if and only if x > 1
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For instance, the automaton depicted on Fig. 1 has value
1 if and only if x > 1

2 and has value less or equal than12
otherwise, see also [1], [13] for similar results. Note thatin this
example, the value is a discontinuous function of the transition
probabilities. The input alphabet isA = {a, b}, the initial state
is the central state0 and the unique final state is⊤. In order to
maximize the probability to reach⊤, playing twob’s in a row
is certainly not a good option because from state0 this ensures
to reach the non-accepting absorbing state⊥ with probability
at least12 . A smarter strategy consists in playing oneb, then
long sequences ofa’s followed by one letterb. If x ≤ 1

2 ,
there is still no hope to have a word accepted with probability
strictly greater than12 : starting from0, and after ab and a
sequence ofa’s, the probability to be inR is greater or equal
than the probability to be inL, thus playingbanb from state
0 the probability to reach the sink⊥ is greater or equal than
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the probability to reach the final state⊤. However, ifx > 1
2

then a simple calculation shows that the probability to accept
(ban)n tends to1 asn goes to infinity.

C. Undecidability in a very restricted case

As a first step we refine the undecidability result: we show
that the value1 problem is undecidable even when restricted
to probabilistic automata having exactly one probabilistic
transition. For such automata, there exists exactly one state
s and one lettera such that0 ≤ Ma(s, t) < 1 for all t
and the remaining transitions are deterministic: for all triple
(s′, a′, t) ∈ S × A × S such that(s′, a′) 6= (s, a) then
Ma(s

′, t) ∈ {0, 1}.
The general idea is to simulate any probabilistic automaton
A with a probabilistic automatonB which has only one
probabilistic transition and such that val(A) = 1 if and only
if val(B) = 1.

As a first attempt, we define the automatonB with a larger
alphabet: wheneverA reads a lettera, thenB reads a sequence
of actions â corresponding toa, allowing a state-by-state
simulation ofA. The unique probabilistic transition ofB is
used to generate random bits for the simulation. However, the
automatonB cannot check that the sequences of actions are
well-formed and allow for a faithful simulation. Hence we
modify the construction, such that to simulate the automaton
A on the input wordw, the automatonB now reads(ŵ)n for
arbitrarily largen. Each timeB reads a wordŵ, it simulates
A on w with a small yet positive probability and “delays” the
rest of the simulation, also with positive probability. This delay
process allows to run on parallel a deterministic automaton
which checks that the sequences of actions are well-formed,
ensuring a faithful simulation. The complete details can be
found in the appendix (see also [12]).

This undecidability result illustrates that even very restricted
classes of probabilistic automata may have an undecidable
value1 problem. In the next section, we introduce a non-trivial
yet decidable subclass of probabilistic automata, defined by the
leaktight property.

D. Informal description of the leaktight property

One of the phenomena that makes tracking vanishing prob-
abilities difficult are leaks. A leak occurs in an automaton
when a sequence of words turns a set of statesC ⊆ Q into a
recurrence classC on the long run but on the short run, some
of the probability of the recurrence class is “leaking” outside
the class.

Such leaks occur in the automaton of Fig. 1 with the input
sequence(anb)n∈N. As n grows large, the probability to reach
⊤ and⊥ while reading the input wordanb vanishes: there
are leaks fromL to ⊤ and symmetrically fromR to ⊥. As
a consequence, the real asymptotic behavior is complex and
depends on the compared speeds of these leaks.

An automaton without leak is called a leaktight automaton.
In the next section we prove that the value1 problem is
decidable when restricted to the subclass of leaktight automata.

The definition of a leaktight automaton relies on two key
notions, idempotent words and word-recurrent states.

A finite word u is idempotentif reading once or twice the
word u does not change qualitatively the transition probabili-
ties:

Definition 3 (Idempotent words). A finite word u ∈ A∗ is
idempotent if for every statess, t ∈ Q,

u(s, t) > 0 ⇐⇒ (u · u)(s, t) > 0 .

Idempotent words are everywhere: every word, if iterated a
large number of times, becomes idempotent.

Lemma 1. For every word u ∈ A∗, the word u|Q|! is
idempotent.

A finite word u induces naturally a finite homogeneous
Markov chain, which splits the set of states into two classes:
recurrent states and transient states. Intuitively, a state is
transient if there is some non-zero probability to leave it
forever, and recurrent otherwise; equivalently from a recurrent
state the probability to visit it again in the future is one.

Definition 4 (Recurrent states). Letu ∈ A∗ be a finite word. A
states is u-recurrentif it is recurrent in the finite Markov chain
Mu with statesQ and transitions probabilities(u(s, t))s,t∈Q.

Formally, s in recurrent inMu if for all t in Q, if there
is a non-zero probability to reacht from s, then there is a
non-zero probability to reachs from t.

In the case of idempotent words, recurrence of a state can
be easily characterized:

Lemma 2. Let s be a state andu be an idempotent word.
Thens is u-recurrent if for every statet,

u(s, t) > 0 =⇒ u(t, s) > 0 .

The proof of this lemma follows from the observation that
sinceu is idempotent, there is a non-zero probability to reach
t from s if and only if u(s, t) > 0.

The formal definition of a leak is as follows:

Definition 5 (Leaks and leaktight automata). A leak from a
state r ∈ Q to a stateq ∈ Q is a sequence(un)n∈N of
idempotent words such that:

1) for every s, t ∈ Q, the sequence(un(s, t))n∈N con-
verges to some valueu(s, t). We denote byMu the
Markov chain with statesQ and transition probabilities
(u(s, t))s,t∈Q,

2) the stater is recurrent inMu,
3) for all n in N, un(r, q) > 0,
4) and r is not reachable fromq in Mu.

A probabilistic automaton is leaktight if it has no leak.

The automaton depicted in Fig. 1 is not leaktight when0 <
x < 1 because the sequence(un)n∈N = (anb)n∈N is a leak
from L to ⊤, and fromR to ⊥. The limit Markov chainMu

sends state0 to statesL andR with probability 1
2 each, and

all other states are absorbing (i.e loop with probability1). In
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particular, stateL is recurrent inMu, for everyn, un(L,⊤) >
0 but there is no transition from⊤ to L in Mu.

Several examples of leaktight automata are given in Sec-
tion V.

II. T HE VALUE 1 PROBLEM IS DECIDABLE FOR LEAKTIGHT

AUTOMATA

In this section we establish our main result:

Theorem 1. The value1 problem is decidable for leaktight
automata.

A. The Markov monoid algorithm

Our decision algorithm for the value1 problem computes
iteratively a setG of directed graphs called limit-words. Each
limit-word is meant to represent the asymptotic effect of a
sequence of input words, and some particular limit-words can
witness that the automaton has value1.

Algorithm 1 The Markov monoid algorithm.
Input: A probabilistic automatonA.
Output: Decide whetherA has value1 or not.

1 G ← {a | a ∈ A} ∪ {1}.
2 repeat
3 if there isu,v ∈ G such thatu · v /∈ G then
4 addu · v to G
5 if there isu ∈ G such thatu = u · u andu

♯ /∈ G
then

6 addu♯ to G
7 until there is nothing to add
8 if there is a value1 witness inG then
9 return true

10 else
11 return false

In the rest of the section, we explain the algorithm in details.

Definition 6 (Limit-word). A limit-word is a mapu : Q2 →
{0, 1} such that∀s ∈ Q, ∃t ∈ Q,u(s, t) = 1.

The condition expresses that our automata are complete:
whatever the input word, from any states there exists some
statet which is reached with positive probability. A limit-word
u can be seen as a directed graph with no dead-end, whose
vertices are the states of the automatonA, where there is an
edge froms to t if u(s, t) = 1.

Initially, G only contains those limit-wordsa that are
induced by input lettersa ∈ A, where the limit-worda is
defined by:

∀s, t ∈ Q, (a(s, t) = 1 ⇐⇒ a(s, t) > 0) .

plus the identity limit-word1 defined by(1(s, t) = 1) ⇐⇒
(s = t), which represents the constant sequence of the empty
word.

The algorithm repeatedly adds new limit-words toG. There
are two ways for that: concatenating two limit-words inG or
iterating an idempotent limit-word inG.

Concatenation of two limit-words:The concatenationof
two limit-wordsu andv is the limit-wordu · v such that:

(u · v)(s, t) = 1 ⇐⇒ ∃q ∈ Q,u(s, q) = 1 andv(q, t) = 1 .

In other words, concatenation coincides with the multipli-
cation of matrices with coefficients in the boolean semiring
({0, 1},∨,∧). The concatenation of two limit-words intu-
itively corresponds to the concatenation of two sequences
(un)n∈N and (vn)n∈N of input words into the sequence
(un · vn)n∈N. Note that the identity limit-word1 is neutral
for the concatenation.

Iteration of an idempotent limit-word:Intuitively, if a
limit-word u represents a sequence(un)n∈N then its iteration

u
♯ represents the sequence

(
u
f(n)
n

)
n∈N

for an arbitrarily large

increasing functionf : N→ N.
The iteration u

♯ of a limit-word u is only defined whenu
is idempotenti.e whenu · u = u. It relies on the notion of
u-recurrent state.

Definition 7 (u-recurrence). Let u be an idempotent limit-
word. A states is u-recurrent if for every statet,

u(s, t) = 1 =⇒ u(t, s) = 1 .

The iterated limit-wordu♯ removes fromu any edge that
does not lead to a recurrent state:

u
♯(s, t) = 1 ⇐⇒ u(s, t) = 1 and t is u-recurrent.

B. The Markov monoid and value1 witnesses

The setG of limit-words computed by the Markov monoid
algorithm is called the Markov monoid.

Definition 8 (Markov monoid). The Markov monoid is the
smallest set of limit-words containing the set{a | a ∈ A} of
limit-words induced by letters, the identity limit-word1, and
closed under concatenation and iteration.

Two key properties,consistencyand completeness, ensure
that the limit-words of the Markov monoid reflect exactly
every possible asymptotic effect of a sequence of input words.

Consistency ensures that every limit-word inG abstracts the
asymptotic effect of an input sequence.

Definition 9 (Consistency). A set of limit-wordsG ⊆ {0, 1}Q
2

is consistentwith a probabilistic automatonA if for each limit-
word u ∈ G, there exists a sequence of input words(un)n∈N

such that for every statess, t ∈ Q the sequence(un(s, t))n∈N

converges and

u(s, t) = 1 ⇐⇒ lim
n

un(s, t) > 0 . (2)

Conversely, completeness ensures that every input sequence
reifies one of the limit-words.

Definition 10 (Completeness). A set of limit-wordsG ⊆
{0, 1}Q

2

is completefor a probabilistic automatonA if for
each sequence of input words(un)n∈N, there existsu ∈ G
such that for every statess, t ∈ Q:

lim sup
n

un(s, t) = 0 =⇒ u(s, t) = 0 . (3)
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A limit-word may witness that the automaton has value1.

Definition 11 (Value 1 witnesses). Let A be a probabilistic
automaton. Avalue1 witnessis a limit-wordu such that for
every states ∈ Q,

u(i, s) = 1 =⇒ s ∈ F . (4)

Thanks to value1 witnesses, the answer to the value1
problem can be read in a consistent and complete set of limit-
words:

Lemma 3 (A criterion for value1). LetA be a probabilistic
automaton andG ⊆ {0, 1}Q

2

be a set of limit-words. Suppose
that G is consistent withA and complete forA. ThenA has
value1 if and only if G contains a value1 witness.

In order to illustrate the interplay between limit-words of
the Markov monoid and sequences of input words, we give a
detailed proof of Lemma 3.

Proof: Assume first that A has value 1. By
definition, there exists a sequence(un)n∈N of input
words such that PA(un)−→n 1. As a consequence,∑

f∈F un(i, f) = PA(un)−→n 1. Since for alln ∈ N, we
have

∑
q∈Q un(i, q) = 1, then for alls′ /∈ F , un(i, s

′)−→n 0.
SinceG is complete, there exists a limit-wordu such that (3)
holds. Thenu is a value1 witness: for everys ∈ Q such
that u(i, s) = 1, equation (3) implieslim supn un(i, s) > 0,
hences ∈ F .

Conversely, assume now thatG contains a value1 witness
u. SinceG is consistent, there exists a sequence(un)n∈N such
that (2) holds. It follows from (2) and (4), that for alls 6∈ F , we
haveun(i, s)−→n 0. ThusPA(un) =

∑
f∈F un(i, f)−→n 1

andA has value1.
The following theorem proves that the Markov monoid of a

leaktight automaton is consistent and complete, thus according
to Lemma 3 it can be used to decide the value1 problem.

Theorem 2. The Markov monoid associated with an automa-
tonA is consistent. Moreover ifA is leaktight then the Markov
monoid is complete.

The proof of the second part of this theorem relies on a sub-
tle algebraic argument based on the existence of factorization
forests of bounded height [21]. The same kind of argument was
used by Simon to prove the decidability of the boundedness
problem for distance automata [22].

We postpone the proof of completeness to the next section,
where a slightly more general result is established; for now
we show that the Markov monoid is consistent.

Lemma 4 (Consistency). Let G ⊆ {0, 1}Q
2

be a set of limit-
words. Suppose thatG is consistent. Then for everyu,v ∈ G
the setG ∪ {u · v} is consistent. If moreoveru is idempotent
thenG ∪ {u♯} is consistent as well.

The proof uses the notion of reification.

Definition 12. A sequence(un)n∈N of input words reifies a
limit-word u if for every statess, t the sequence(un(s, t))n∈N

converges and

u(s, t) = 1 ⇐⇒ lim
n

un(s, t) > 0 . (5)

In particular, a set of limit-wordsG is consistent forA if each
limit-word in G is reified by some sequence of input words.

Proof: Letu,v ∈ G. We build a sequence(wn)n∈N which
reifiesu ·v. By induction hypothesis onu andv, there exists
(un)n and(vn)n which reify u andv respectively. Letwn =
un · vn. Then(wn)n∈N reifiesu · v, because

wn(s, r) =
∑

t∈Q

un(s, t) · vn(t, r)

and by definition of the concatenation of two limit-words.
Suppose now thatu is idempotent, we build a sequence

(zn)n∈N which reifies u
♯. By induction hypothesis, there

exists a sequence(un)n∈N which reifiesu. For every states
s, t we denote byu(s, t) the valuelimn un(s, t). Sinceu is
idempotent, the Markov chainMu with state spaceQ and
transition probabilities(u(s, t))s,t∈Q is 1-periodic thus aperi-
odic. According to standard results about finite Markov chains,
the sequence of matrices(uk)k∈N has a limitz ∈ [0, 1]Q×Q

such that transient states ofMu have no incoming edges in
z. This implies:

∀s, t ∈ Q, (z(s, t) > 0 =⇒ t is z-recurrent) . (6)

Since(un)n∈N converges tou and by continuity of the matrix
product, for everyk ∈ N the sequence of matrices(uk

n)n∈N

converges touk. It follows that there existsφ(k) ∈ N such
that ||uk − uk

φ(k)||∞ ≤
1
k

. As a consequence the sequence of
matrices(zn)n∈N = (un

φ(n))n∈N converges toz.
Now we prove that(zn)n∈N reifiesu♯ because,

u
♯(s, t) = 1 ⇐⇒ t is u-recurrent andu(s, t) = 1

⇐⇒ t is u-recurrent andu(s, t) > 0

⇐⇒ t is z-recurrent andz(s, t) > 0

⇐⇒ z(s, t) > 0

⇐⇒ lim
n

zn(s, t) > 0 ,

where the first equivalence is by definition of the iteration,the
second holds because(un)n∈N reifiesu, the third because the
iterated Markov chain induced byz = limk u

k has the same
recurrent states than the Markov chainMu, the fourth holds
by (6), and the fifth by definition ofz.

C. Correctness of the Markov monoid algorithm

Proposition 1. The Markov monoid algorithm solves the value
1 problem for leaktight automata.

Proof: Termination of the Markov monoid algorithm is
straightforward because each iteration adds a new element in
G and there are at most2|Q|2 elements inG.

The correctness is a corollary of Theorem 2: since the
Markov monoid is consistent and complete then according to
Lemma 3,A has value1 if and only if G contains a value1
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witness, if and only if the Markov monoid algorithm outputs
“true”.

In case the Markov monoid algorithm outputs “true”, then
for sure the input automaton has value1. This positive result
holds for every automaton, leaktight or not.

Proposition 2. If the Markov monoid algorithm outputs
“true”, the input probabilistic automaton has value1.

Proof: According to Theorem 2, the Markov monoid is
consistent. If it contains a value1 witness, then according to
the second part of the proof of Lemma 3,A has value1.

In case the Markov monoid algorithm outputs “false” and
the automaton is leaktight then the value of the automaton can
be bounded from above:

Theorem 3. Let A be a probabilistic automaton whose
minimal non-zero transition probability is denotedpmin. If the
Markov monoid algorithm outputs “false” and if moreoverA

is leaktight, then val(A) ≤ 1− p2
3·J2

min , with J = 22|Q|2 .

The proof of this theorem is postponed to the next section,
because it relies on the notion of extended Markov monoid,
it is actually a direct corollary of the lower bound lemma
presented in Section IV.

In case the Markov monoid algorithm outputs “false”, one
surely wishes to know whether the input automaton is leaktight
or not. Fortunately, the leaktight property is decidable, this is
the subject of the next section.

D. Complexity of the Markov monoid algorithm

Proposition 3. The value1 problem for leaktight automata is
PSPACE-complete.

The Markov monoid algorithm terminates in less than2|Q|2

iterations, since each iteration adds a new limit-word in the
monoid and there are less than2|Q|2 different limit-words.

This EXPTIME upper bound can be actually improved to
PSPACE. For that we use the same arguments that Kirsten
used to prove that limitedness of desert automata can be
decided inPSPACE [15].

A way to improve the complexity fromEXPTIME
to PSPACE is to avoid the explicit computation of
the Markov monoid and to look for value1 witnesses
in a non-deterministic way. The algorithm guesses non-
deterministically the value1 witnessu and its decomposition
by the product and iteration operations. The algorithm com-
putes a♯-expression,i.e a finite tree with concatenation nodes
of arbitrary degree on even levels and iteration nodes of degree
1 on odd levels and labelled consistently by limit-words. The
depth of this tree is at most twice the♯-height (the number
of nested applications of the iteration operation) plus1. The
root of the♯-expression is labelled byu and the expression is
computed non-deterministically from the root in a depth-first
way.

For desert automata, the key observation made by Kirsten
is that the♯-height is at most|Q|. The adaptation of Kirsten’s
proof to probabilistic automata relies on the two following
lemmata:

Lemma 5. Let u and v be two idempotent limit-words.
Assumeu ≤J v, then there are less recurrence classes in
u than inv.

Lemma 6. Let u be an idempotent limit-word. The set of
recurrence classes ofu is included in the set of recurrence
classes ofu♯. Moreover ifu 6= u

♯ this inclusion is strict.

Since the number of recurrence classes in a limit-word is
bounded by|Q|, and if we require the iteration operation to
be applied only to unstable idempotent, the♯-height of a♯-
expression is bounded by|Q| thus the depth of the expression
is bounded by2|Q|+ 1.

Consequently, the value1 problem can be decided in
PSPACE: to guess the value1 witness, the non-deterministic
algorithm needs to store at most2|Q|+ 1 limit-words which
can be done in spaceO(|Q|2). Savitch’s theorem implies that
the deterministic complexity isPSPACE as well.

This PSPACE-upperbound on the complexity is tight. The
value 1 problem is known to bePSPACE-complete when
restricted to♯-acyclic automata [13]. The same reduction to the
PSPACE-complete problem of intersection of deterministic
automata can be used to prove completeness of the value1
problem for leaktight automata, relying on the facts that de-
terministic automata are leaktight (Proposition 4) and theclass
of leaktight automata is closed under parallel composition
(Proposition 5). The completeness result is also a corollary
of Proposition 4: since♯-acyclic automata are a subclass of
leaktight automata, the decision problem isa fortiori complete
for leaktight automata.

III. D ECIDING WHETHER AN AUTOMATON IS LEAKTIGHT

At first sight, the decidability of the leaktight property is
not obvious: to check the existence of a leak one would need
to scan the uncountable set of all possible sequences of input
words. Still:

Theorem 4. The leaktight property is decidable in polynomial
space.

Algorithm 2 The leak-finder algorithm.
Input: A probabilistic automatonA.
Output: Decide whetherA is leaktight or not.

1 G+ ← {(a, a) | a ∈ A} ∪ {(1,1)}.
2 repeat
3 if there is(u,u+), (v,v+) ∈ G+ such that(u·u,v+ ·

v+) 6∈ G+ then
4 add (u · v,u+ · v+) to G+
5 if there is(u,u+) ∈ G+ such thatu = u · u and

u+ = u+ · u+ and (u♯,u+) 6∈ G+ then
6 add (u♯,u+) to G+
7 until there is nothing to add
8 if there is a leak witness inG+ then
9 return false

10 else
11 return true
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The leak-finder algorithmdeciding the leaktight property is
very similar to the Markov monoid algorithm, except for two
differences. First, the algorithm keeps track of those edges
that are deleted by successive iteration operations. For that
purpose, the algorithm stores together with each limit-word
u another limit-wordu+ to keep track of strictly positive
transition probabilities. Second, the algorithm looks forleak
witnesses.

Definition 13 (Extended limit-word). An extended limit-word
is a pair of limit-words. The set of extended limit-words
computed by the leak-finder algorithm is called theextended
Markov monoid.

The extended Markov monoid is indeed a monoid equipped
with the component-wise concatenation operation:

(u,u+) · (v,v+) = (u · v,u+ · v+) ,

It follows that an extended limit-word(u,u+) is idempotent
if both u andu+ are idempotent.

Definition 14 (Leak witness). An extended limit-word(u,u+)
is a leak witnessif it is idempotent and there existsr, q ∈ Q
such that:

1) r is u-recurrent,
2) u+(r, q) = 1,
3) u(q, r) = 0.

The correctness of the leak-finder algorithm is a conse-
quence of:

Theorem 5. An automatonA is leaktight if and only if its
extended Markov monoid does not contain a leak witness.

The proof can be found in the appendix. Although we chose
to present Theorem 2 and Theorem 5 separately, their proofs
are tightly linked.

As a consequence, the leaktight property is qualitative: it
does not depend on the exact value of transition probabilities
but only on their positivity.

IV. T HE LOWER BOUND LEMMA

The lower bound lemma is the key to both our decidability
result (via Theorem 3) and the characterization of leaktight
automata (Theorem 5).

Lemma 7 (Lower bound lemma). Let A be a probabilistic
automaton whose extended Markov monoid contains no leak
witness. Letpmin the smallest non-zero transition probability
ofA. Then for every wordu ∈ A∗, there exists a pair(u,u+)
in the extended Markov monoid such that, for all statess, t ∈
Q,

u+(s, t) = 1 ⇐⇒ u(s, t) > 0 , (7)

u(s, t) = 1 =⇒ u(s, t) ≥ p2
3·J2

min , (8)

whereJ = 22|Q|2.

To prove Lemma 7, we rely on the notion of Ramseyan
factorization trees and decomposition trees introduced by
Simon [21], [22].

Definition 15. Let A be a finite alphabet,(M, ·, 1) a monoid
andφ : A∗ →M a morphism. ARamseyan factorization tree
of a word u ∈ A+ for φ is a finite unranked ordered tree,
whose nodes are labelled by pairs(w, φ(w)) wherew is a
word in A+ and such that:

(i) the root is labelled by(u, φ(u)),
(ii) every internal node with two children labelled by

(u1, φ(u1)) and(u2, φ(u2)) is labelled by(u1 ·u2, φ(u1 ·
u2)),

(iii) leaves are labelled by pairs(a, φ(a)) with a ∈ A,
(iv) if an internal node t has three or more children

t1, . . . , tn labelled by(u1, φ(u1)), . . . , (un, φ(un)), then
there existse ∈ M such thate is idempotent and
e = φ(u1) = φ(u2) = . . . = φ(un). In this caset
is labelled by(u1 · · ·un, e).

Internal nodes with one or two children areconcatenation
nodes, the other internal nodes areiteration nodes.

Not surprisingly, every wordu ∈ A+ can be factorized
in a Ramseyan factorization tree, using only concatenation
nodes: anybinary tree whose leaves are labelled from left to
right by the letters ofu and whose internal nodes are labelled
consistently is a Ramseyan factorization tree. Notice thatif
u has lengthn then such a tree has heightlog2(n), with the
convention that the height of a leaf is0. As a consequence,
with this naı̈ve factorization ofu, the longer the wordu, the
deeper its factorization tree.

The following powerful result of Simon states that every
word can be factorized with a Ramseyan factorization tree
whose depth is bounded independently of the length of the
word:

Theorem 6([21], [4], [6]). LetA be a probabilistic automaton
whose extended Markov monoid contains no leak witness.
Every wordu ∈ A+ has a Ramseyan factorization tree of
height at most3 · |M |.

In [22], Simon used the tropical semiring(N∪{∞},min,+)
to prove the decidability of the boundedness problem for
distance automata. Similarly to the Markov monoid, the
tropical semiring is equipped with an iteration operation♯.
Following the proof scheme of Simon, we introduce the notion
of decomposition tree relatively to a monoidM equipped with
an iteration operation♯.

Definition 16. Let A be a finite alphabet,(M, ·, 1) a monoid
equipped with a function♯ that maps every idempotente ∈M
to another idempotent elemente♯ ∈ M and φ : A∗ → M a
morphism. Adecomposition treeof a wordu ∈ A+ is a finite
unranked ordered tree, whose nodes have labels in(A+,M)
and such that:

i) the root is labelled by(u,u), for someu ∈M ,
ii) every internal node with two children labelled by(u1,u1)

and (u2,u2) is labelled by(u1 · u2,u1 · u2),
iii) every leaf is labelled by(a, a) wherea is a letter,
iv) for every internal node with three or more children, there

existse ∈ M such thate is idempotent and the node is
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labelled by(u1 . . . un, e
♯) and its children are labelled

by (u1, e), . . . , (un, e).

Internal nodes with one or two children areconcatenation
nodes, the other internal nodes areiterationnodes.

An iteration node labelled by(u, e) is discontinuousif e♯ 6=
e. Thespanof a decomposition tree is the maximal length of
a path that contains no discontinuous iteration node.

Remark that decomposition and factorization trees are
closely related:

Lemma 8. A Ramseyan factorization tree is a decomposition
tree if and only if it contains no discontinuous iteration nodes.

Proof: The definitions 15 and 16 are similar except for
condition iv). If there are no discontinuous nodes thene = e

♯

in iv) of Definition 16.
The following theorem is adapted from [22, Lemma 10] and

is a direct corollary of Theorem 6.

Theorem 7. Let A be a finite alphabet,(M, ·, 1) a monoid
equipped with a function♯ that maps every idempotente ∈M
to another idempotent elemente♯ ∈ M and φ : A∗ → M
a morphism. Every wordu ∈ A+ has a decomposition tree
whose span is less than3 · |M |.

To obtain the lower bound lemma, we need to bound the
depth of a decomposition tree; now that the span is bounded
thanks to Theorem 7, we need to bound the number of
discontinuous iteration nodes. Simon and Leung noticed that
this number is actually bounded by the number ofJ -classes
in the monoid. The notion ofJ -class of a monoidM is a
classical notion in semigroup theory, derived from one of the
four Green’s relations called theJ -preorder: aJ -class is an
equivalence class for this preorder (for details about Green’s
relations, see [14], [16]). TheJ -preorder between elements
of a monoidM is defined as follows:

∀a, b ∈M,a ≤J b if a ∈MbM ,

whereMbM denotes the set{ubv | u, v ∈M}.
The number of discontinuous nodes along a path in a

decomposition tree can be bounded using the following result,
adapted from [22, Lemma 3].

Lemma 9. Let A be a finite alphabet, andM a monoid
equipped with a function♯ that maps every idempotente ∈M
to another idempotent elemente♯ ∈ M . Suppose moreover
that for every idempotente ∈M ,

e♯ · e = e♯ = e · e♯ . (9)

Then for every idempotent elemente ∈M , eithere♯ = e or
e♯ <J e.

As a consequence, the number of discontinuous nodes along
a path in a decomposition tree is at mostJ , whereJ is the
number ofJ -classes of the monoid.

Now we are ready to complete the proof of the lower bound
lemma.

Proof of Lemma 7: Let M be the extended Markov
monoid G+ associated withA and equipped with the con-
catenation operation:

(u,u+) · (v,v+) = (u · v,u+ · v+) ,

and for idempotent pairs the iteration operation:

(u,u+)
♯ = (u♯,u+) .

Let w ∈ A+. (The case of the empty word is easily settled,
considering the extended limit-word(1,1).) We apply Theo-
rem 7 to the wordw, the extended Markov monoidM = G+
and the morphismφ : A → M defined byφ(a) = (a, a).
According to Theorem 7,w has a decomposition treeT of
span less than3 · |G+|, whose root is labelled by(w, (w,w+))
for some extended limit-word(w,w+) ∈ G+.

According to the second part of Lemma (9), and since there
are lessJ -classes than there are elements in the monoidG+,

the depth ofT is at most3 · |G+|2. (10)

To complete the proof of Lemma 7, we prove that for every
nodet labelled(u, (u,u+)) of depthh in the decomposition
tree and for all statess, t ∈ Q,

u+(s, t) = 1 ⇐⇒ u(s, t) > 0 , (11)

u(s, t) = 1 =⇒ u(s, t) ≥ p2
h

min . (12)

We prove (11) and (12) by induction onh.
If h = 0 then the node is a leaf, henceu is a lettera and

u = u+ = a. Then (11) holds by definition ofa and (12)
holds by definition ofpmin.

For the induction, there are two cases.
First case, t is a concatenation node labelled by

(u, (u,u+)) with two sons labelled by(u1, (u1,u+,1)) and
(u2, (u2,u+,2)). We first prove that (11) holds. Lets, t ∈ Q
such thatu+(s, t) = 1. By definition of a decomposition
tree, u+ = u+,1 · u+,2. Since u+(s, t) = 1 then by
definition of the concatenation there existsq ∈ Q such that
u+,1(s, q) = 1 andu+,2(q, t) = 1. By induction hypothesis
we haveu1(s, q) · u2(q, t) > 0; and sinceu = u1 · u2

then u(s, t) ≥ u1(s, q) · u2(q, t), which proves the direct
implication of (11). The converse implication is similar: if
u(s, t) > 0 then by definition of matrix product, there exists
q ∈ Q such that u1(s, q) > 0 and u(q, t) > 0, and
we use the induction hypothesis to getu+(s, t) = 1. This
concludes the proof of (11). Now we prove that (12) holds.
Let s, t ∈ Q such thatu(s, t) = 1. By definition of a
decomposition tree,u = u1 · u2. Since u(s, t) = 1 then
by definition of the product of two limit-words there exists
q ∈ Q such thatu1(s, q) = 1 and u2(q, t) = 1. Then
u(s, t) ≥ u1(s, q) · u2(q, t) ≥ p2

h

min · p
2h

min = p2
h+1

min where the
first inequality is by definition of the matrix product and the
second inequality is by induction hypothesis. This completes
the proof of (12).

Second case, t is an iteration node labelled
by (u, (u♯,u+)) with k sons t1, . . . , tk labelled by
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(u1, (u,u+)), . . . , (uk, (u,u+)). The proof that (11) holds
is similar to the concatenation node case (and relies on the
fact thatu+ is idempotent). We focus on the proof of (12).
Let s, r ∈ Q such thatu♯(s, r) = 1. By definition of a
decomposition tree,u = u1 · · ·uk. Since t is an iteration
node,k ≥ 3 thus:

u(s, r) ≥ u1(s, r) ·
∑

q∈Q

((u2 · · ·uk−1) (r, q) · uk(q, r)) .

(13)
To establish (12) we prove that:

u1(s, r) ≥ p2
h

min, (14)

∀q ∈ Q, (u2 · · ·uk−1)(r, q) > 0 =⇒ uk(q, r) ≥ p2
h

min. (15)

First we prove (14). Sinceu♯(s, r) = 1 then by definition
of the iteration operation,r is u-recurrent andu(s, r) = 1.
By induction hypothesis applied tot1, according to (12), it
implies u1(s, r) ≥ p2

h

min i.e (14).
Now we prove (15). For that we use the hypothesis

that (u,u+) is not a leak witness. Letq ∈ Q such that
(u2 · · ·uk−1)(r, q) > 0. Then by induction hypothesis applied
to t2, . . . , tk−1, according to (11),uk−2

+ (r, q) = 1. Thus
by idempotency ofu+, u+(r, q) = 1. Since by hypothesis
u
♯(s, r) = 1 thenr is u-recurrent and since(u,u+) is not a

leak witness then necessarilyu(q, r) = 1. Thus, by induction
hypothesis and according to (12),uk(q, r) ≥ p2

h

min i.e (15).
Now, putting (13), (14) and (15) altogether,

u(s, r) ≥ u1(s, r) ·
∑

q∈Q

(u2 · · ·uk−1)(r, q) · uk(q, r)

≥ p2
h

min ·
∑

q∈Q

(u2 · · ·uk−1)(r, q) · p
2h

min

≥ p2
h+1

min ,

where the second inequality holds because∑
q∈Q(u2 · · ·uk−1)(r, q) = 1 by basic property of transition

matrices. This completes the proof of (12).

To conclude, according to (10) the depth of a decomposition
tree can be bounded by3 · |G+|2, and sinceG+ has less
than J = 22|Q|2 elements the depthh is less than3 · J2.
Then according to (11) and (12) this completes the proof of
Lemma 7.

V. A FEW LEAKTIGHT AUTOMATA

In this section, we present several properties and examples
of leaktight automata.

A. Two basic examples

The automaton on Fig. 2 is leaktight. Its extended Markov
monoid is depicted on the right-hand side (except for the
neutral element(1,1)). Each of the four directed graphs
represents an extended limit-word(u,u+); the edges marked
+ are the edges that are inu+ but not inu.

The initial state of the automaton is state0, and the unique
final state is state1. This automaton has value1 and this can
be checked using its Markov monoid: there is a single value1

witnessa♯. Notice that the two distinct extended limit-words
labelled bya♯ andb · a♯ on Fig. 2 correspond to the same
limit-word a

♯.

0 1

a, 1

2

b

a

a, 1

2

b

a

0 1

a
♯

0 1

+

b

0 1

b · a
♯

0 1

+

+

Fig. 2. A leaktight automaton and its extended Markov monoid.

The automaton on Fig. 3 is leaktight. The initial state of
the automaton is state0, and the unique final state is stateF .
The Markov monoid has too many elements to be represented
here. This automaton does not have value1.

0

L R

F

a, 1

2
a, 1

2

b

a

a

b, 1

2

b

a, 1

2

b, 1

2
a, 1

2

.

Fig. 3. A leaktight automaton which does not have value1.

B. The class of leaktight automata is rich and stable

The class of leaktight automata contains all known classes
of probabilistic automata with a decidable value1 problem,
in particular hierarchical automata defined in [3] and♯-acyclic
automata defined in [13].

Proposition 4. Deterministic automata, hierarchical proba-
bilistic automata and♯-acyclic automata are leaktight and
these inclusions are strict.

Another interest of the class of leaktight automata is its
stability under two natural composition operators: parallel
composition and synchronized product. An automatonA||B
is the parallel composition of two automataA and B if its
state space is the disjoint union of the state spaces ofA and
B plus a new initial state. For every input letter, the possible
successors of the initial state are itself or one of the initial
state ofA andB. An automatonA × B is the synchronized
product of two automataA and B if its state space is the
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cartesian product of the state spaces ofA andB, with induced
transition probabilities.

Proposition 5. The leaktight property is stable by parallel
composition and synchronized product.

C. About♯-height

The ♯-height of an automaton is the maximum over all
elementsu of its Markov monoid of the minimal number of
nested applications of the iteration operator needed to obtain
u. As already mentioned, an adaptation of a result by Kirsten
(Lemma 5.7 in [15]) shows that the♯-height of an automaton
is at most|Q|. A natural question is whether this bound is
tight. The answer is positive, a simple computation shows
that the only value1 witness of the automaton of Fig. 4
is u = (· · · ((a♯0a1)

♯
a2)

♯
a3)

♯ · · · an−1)
♯, whose ♯-height is

n = |Q| − 2.

0 1 2 n− 1 n

⊥

a0,
1

2

(ai)i≥0

(ai)i≤0 (ai)i≤1 (ai)i≤n−2

(ai)i≥0

a0,
1

2

a1,
1

2 a1,
1

2

a2,
1

2

a2,
1

2

an−1,
1

2

an−1,
1

2

(ai)i≥1

(ai)i≥2 (ai)i≥3

(ai)i≥n

.

.

Fig. 4. A leaktight automaton with value1 and ♯-heightn.

The following proposition shows a crucial difference be-
tween leaktight automata and♯-acyclic automata.

Proposition 6. Deterministic automata and♯-acyclic au-
tomata have♯-height1.

CONCLUSION

We introduced a subclass of probabilistic automata, called
leaktight automata, for which we proved that the value1
problem isPSPACE-complete.

In the present paper we considered automata over finite
words. Next step is the adaptation of our results to infinite
words and probabilistic Büchi automata [1], [3], as well as
partially observable Markov decision processes.

A natural question is “what does the Markov monoid say
about a probabilistic automaton (leaktight or not)?”. Since
the Markov monoid is independent of the actual values of
transition probabilities (only positivity matters), thissuggests
the two following questions. Given a probabilistic automaton
whose transition probabilities are unspecified (only positivity
is specified),

1) is it decidable whether the answer to the value1 problem
is the same forany choice of transition probabilities?

2) does the Markov monoid contain a value1 witness if
and only if the automaton has value1 for somechoice
of transition probabilities?

The first question, suggested by a referee of the present paper,
is open, while the answer to the second question seems to be
negative.
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APPENDIX

TOOL LEMMATA

We start with a few tool lemmata.

Lemma 1 The following two properties hold:

• For every wordu ∈ A∗, the wordu|Q|! is idempotent.
• For every limit-wordu ∈ {0, 1}Q

2

, the limit-wordu|Q|! is idempotent.

Proof: The second statement implies the first one, so we prove the second one.
Let n = |Q| and s, t ∈ Q such thatun!(s, t) = 1. We want to prove thatu2·n!(s, t) = 1. Sinceun!(s, t) = 1, there exists

q ∈ Q andk, l < |Q| such thatuk(s, q) = 1, un!−k−l(q, q) = 1 andu
l(q, t) = 1. Consequently, there existsk′ < |Q| such

thatuk′

(q, q) = 1, and sincek′|n!, this impliesun!(q, q) = 1, thusu2·n!−k−l(q, q) = 1 and finallyu2·n!(s, t) = 1.
The proof thatu2·n!(s, t) = 1 impliesun!(s, t) = 1 is similar.
The following lemma provides two simple yet useful properties.

Lemma 10. Let A be a probabilistic automaton.

i) Let u be an idempotent limit-word. Then for each states ∈ Q, there existst ∈ Q such thatu(s, t) = 1 and t is
u-recurrent.

ii) Let (v,v+) be an extended limit-word of the extended Markov monoid ofA. Then:

∀s, t ∈ Q, (v(s, t) = 1 =⇒ v+(s, t) = 1) . (16)

Proof: We prove i). LetC ⊆ Q be a strongly connected component of the graphu reachable froms. (Recall thatu can
be seen as the directed graph whose vertex set isQ and where there is an edge froms to t if u(s, t) = 1.) Then for every
t, q ∈ C there existsk and a patht = t1, t2, . . . , tk = q from t to q in u. Thus,(uk)(t, q) = 1 and sinceu is idempotent,
u(t, q) = 1. Thus,C is a clique of the graphu and all states ofC are recurrent. SinceC is reachable froms in u, the same
argument proves that for everyt ∈ C, u(s, t) = 1.

We prove ii). By definition, the extended Markov monoid is thesmallest monoid containing{(a, a) | a ∈ A} and (1,1),
stable by concatenation and iteration. Property (16) holdsfor every pair(a, a) wherea ∈ A. Moreover this property is stable
by concatenation and iteration. This completes the proof.

THE VALUE 1 PROBLEM DEPENDS QUANTITATIVELY ON THE TRANSITION PROBABILITIES

In this section, we give a short proof of the following lemma,claimed about Fig 1:

Lemma 11. The probabilistic automatonA has value1 if x > 1
2 .

We first note:
PA(0

ban

−−→ ⊤) =
1

2
· xn and PA(0

ban

−−→ ⊥) =
1

2
· (1− x)n

Fix an integerN and consider the following stochastic process: it consistsin (at most)N identical rounds. In a round, there
are three outcomes: winning with probabilitypn = 1

2 ·x
n, losing with probabilityqn = 1

2 · (1−x)n, or a draw with probability
1− (pn+ qn). Once the game is won or lost, it stops, otherwise it goes on tothe next step, until theN th round. This stochastic
process mimics the probabilistic automaton reading the input word (ban)N .

The probability to win is:
P(WinN ) =

∑N
k=1 P(Win at roundk)

=
∑N

k=1(1− (pn + qn))
k−1 · pn

= pn ·
1−(1−(pn+qn))

N

1−(1−(pn+qn))

= pn

pn+qn
· (1− (1 − (pn + qn))

N )

= 1
1+ qn

pn

· (1 − (1− (pn + qn))
N )

We now setN = n. A simple calculation shows that the sequence(1 − (1 − (pn + qn))
n)n∈N converges to1 asn goes

to infinity. Furthermore, ifx > 1
2 then 1−x

x
< 1, so qn

pn
=
(
1−x
x

)n
converges to0 asn goes to infinity. It follows that the

probability to win converges to1 asn goes to infinity. Consequently:

lim
n

PA(0
(ban)n

−−−−→ ⊤) = 1 .

12



UNDECIDABILITY IN A VERY RESTRICTED CASE

In this section we sharpen the undecidability result of the value 1 problem to probabilistic automata having only one
probabilistic transition.

We say that a probabilistic automaton issimple if for all letters a, for all statess and t, we haveMa(s, t) ∈ {0,
1
2 , 1}.

According to [13], the value1 problem is undecidable for simple probabilistic automata.We first show how to simulate a
(simple) probabilistic automaton with one having only one probabilistic transition,up to a regular language:

Proposition 7. Given a simple probabilistic automatonA = (Q,A, (Ma)a∈A, q0, F ), there exists a simple probabilistic
automatonB over a new alphabetB, with one probabilistic transition, and a morphism̂: A∗ −→ B∗ such that:

∀w ∈ A∗,PA(w) = PB(ŵ).

The morphism̂ will not be onto, so this simulation works up to the regular languageÂ∗ = {ŵ | w ∈ A∗}. We shall
see that the automatonB will not be able to check that a word read belongs to this language, which makes this restriction
unavoidable in this construction.

We first give the intuitions behind the construction. Intuitively, while reading the wordw, the probabilistic automatonA
“throw parallel threads”. A computation ofA over w can be viewed as a tree, where probabilistic transitions correspond to
branching nodes.

a b b a b b

q0 q1 q2

r

s

. . .

. . .

. . .

q

q

. . .

. . . . . .
. . .

. . .

. . .‖

Fig. 5. An example of a computation.

On the figure, readinga from q0 or b from q1 leads deterministically to the next state. Readingb from q2 leads at random to
r or to s, hence the corresponding node is branching. Our interpretation is that two parallel threads are thrown. Let us make
two observations:

• threads are not synchronized: reading the fourth letter (ana), the first thread leads deterministically to the next state,
while the second thread randomizes;

• threads are merged so there are at mostn = |Q| parallel threads: whenever two threads synchronize to the same stateq,
they are merged. This happens in the figure after reading the fifth letter (b).

The automatonB we construct will simulate then threads from the beginning, and take care of the merging process each
step.

Proof: We denote byqi the states ofA, i.e Q = {q0, . . . , qn−1}. The alphabetB is made of two new letters ‘∗’ and
‘merge’ plus, for each lettera ∈ A and stateq ∈ Q, two new letters check(a, q) and apply(a, q), so that:

B = {∗,merge} ∪
⋃

a∈A,q∈Q

{check(a, q), apply(a, q)}

We now define the automatonB. We duplicate each stateq ∈ Q, and denote the fresh copy bȳq. Intuitively, q̄ is a temporary
state that will be merged at the next merging process. Statesin B are either a state fromQ or its copy, or one of the three
fresh statess∗, s0 ands1.

The initial state remainsq0 as well as the set of final states remainsF .
The transitions ofB are as follows:

• for every lettera ∈ A and stateq ∈ Q, the new letter check(a, q) from stateq leads deterministically to states∗ i.e
Mcheck(a,q)(q) = s∗,

• the new letter∗ from states∗ leads with probability half tos0 and half tos1, i.e Ms∗(∗) =
1
2s0 +

1
2s1 (this is the only

probabilistic transition ofB);
• the new letter apply(a, q) from statess0 ands1 applies the transition function fromq readinga: if the transitionMa(q)

is deterministic,i.e Ma(q, r) = 1 for some stater thenMapply(a,q)(s0) = r̄ andMapply(a,q)(s1) = r̄, else the transition
Ma(q) is probabilistici.e Ma(q) =

1
2r +

1
2r

′ for some statesr, r′, thenMapply(a,q)(s0) = r̄ andMapply(a,q)(s1) = r̄′;
• the new letter merge activates the merging process: it consists in replacinḡq by q for all q ∈ Q.

13



q s∗

s0

s1

r̃0

r̃1

r0

r1

check(a, q)
∗

∗

apply(a, q)

apply(a, q)

merge

merge

Fig. 6. The first gadget.

Whenever a couple (letter, state) does not fall in the previous cases, it has no effect. The gadget simulating a transition is
illustrated in the figure.

Now we define the morphism̂ : A∗ −→ B∗ by its action on letters:

â = check(a, q0) · ∗ · apply(a, q0) . . . check(a, qn−1) · ∗ · apply(a, qn−1) ·merge.

The computation ofA while readingw in A∗ is simulated byB on ŵ, i.e we have:

PA(w) = PB(ŵ)

This completes the proof.
Let us remark thatB is indeed unable to check that a letter check(a, q) is actually followed by the corresponding apply(a, q):

in-between, it will go throughs∗ and “forget” the state it was in.
We now improve the above construction: we get rid of the regular external condition. To this end, we will use probabilistic

automata whose transitions have probabilities0, 1
3 , 2

3 or 1. This is no restriction, as stated in the following lemma:

Lemma 12. For any simple probabilistic automatonA = (Q,A, (Ma)a∈A, q0, F ), there exists a probabilistic automatonB
whose transitions have probabilities0, 1

3 , 2
3 or 1, such that for allw in A∗, we have:

val(A) = val(B).

Proof: We provide a construction to pick with probability half, using transitions with probability0, 1
3 , 2

3 and 1. The
construction is illustrated in the figure.

q

s0

s1

r0

r1

1

3

2

3

1

3

2

3

2

3

1

3

Fig. 7. Simulating a half with a third.

In this gadget, the only letter read is a fresh new letter♯. The idea is the following: to pick with probability halfr0
or r1, we sequentially pick with probability a third or two thirds. Whenever the two picks are different, if the first was a
third, then chooser0, else chooser1. This happens with probability half each. We easily see thatPA(a0 · a1 · . . . ak−1) =
supp PB(a0 · ♯

p · a1 · ♯
p . . . ak−1 · ♯

p).

Proposition 8. For any simple probabilistic automatonA = (Q,A, (Ma)a∈A, q0, F ), there exists a simple probabilistic
automatonB over a new alphabetB, with one probabilistic transition, such that:

val(A) = 1⇐⇒ val(B) = 1 .

Thanks to the lemma, we assume that inA, transitions have probabilities0, 1
3 , 2

3 or 1. The new gadget used to simulate a
transition is illustrated in the figure.

The automatonB reads words of the formu1 ·finish·u2 ·finish. . ., where ‘finish’ is a fresh new letter. The idea is to “skip”,
or “delay” part of the computation ofA: each time the automatonB reads a wordui, it will be skipped with some probability.

Simulating a transition works as follows: whenever in states∗, reading the letter ‘∗’ leads with probability one third tos1,
one third tos0 and one third tow. As before, froms0 ands1, we proceed with the simulation. However, in the last case, we

14



q s∗

s0

s1

r̃0

r̃1
wto q0

check(a, q)

∗

finish

∗

∗

apply(a, q)

apply(a, q)

Fig. 8. The second gadget.

“wait” for the next letter ‘finish’ that will restart fromq0. Thus each time a transition is simulated, the word being read is
skipped with probability13 .

Delaying part of the computation allows to multiply the number of threads. We will use the accepted threads to check the
extra regular condition we had before. To this end, as soon asa simulated thread is accepted inB, it will go through an
automaton (denotedC in the construction) that checks the extra regular condition.

Proof: We keep the same notations. The alphabetB is made of three new letters: ‘∗’, ‘merge’ and ‘finish’ plus, for each
letter a ∈ A and stateq ∈ Q, two new letters check(a, q) and apply(a, q), so that:

B = {∗,merge, finish} ∪
⋃

a∈A,q∈Q

{check(a, q), apply(a, q)}

We first define a syntactic automatonC. We define a morphism̂ : A∗ −→ B∗ by its action on letters:

â = check(a, q0) · ∗ · apply(a, q0) . . . check(a, qn−1) · ∗ · apply(a, qn−1) ·merge.

Consider the regular languageL = {ŵ · finish | w ∈ A∗}∗, andC = (QC , δC , sC , FC) an automaton recognizing it.
We now define the automatonB. We duplicate each stateq ∈ Q, and denote the fresh copy bȳq. States inB are either a

state fromQ or its copy, a state fromQC or one of the four fresh statess∗, s0, s1 and wait.
The initial state remainsq0, and the set of final states isFC .
The transitions ofB are as follows:

• for every lettera ∈ A and stateq ∈ Q, the new letter check(a, q) from stateq leads deterministically to states∗ i.e
Mcheck(a,q)(q) = s∗,

• the new letter∗ from states∗ leads with probability one third tos∗, one third tos0 and one third tos1, i.e Ms∗(∗) =
1
3s∗ +

1
3s0 +

1
3s1 (this is the only probabilistic transition ofB);

• any other letter from states∗ leads deterministically tow, i.e Ms∗( ) = wait;
• the new letter apply(a, q) from statess0 ands1 applies the transition function fromq readinga: if the transitionMa(q)

is deterministic,i.e Ma(q, r) = 1 for some stater thenMapply(a,q)(s0) = r̄ andMapply(a,q)(s1) = r̄, else the transition
Ma(q) is probabilistici.e Ma(q) =

1
2r +

1
2r

′ for some statesr, r′, thenMapply(a,q)(s0) = r̄ andMapply(a,q)(s1) = r̄′;
• the new letter merge activates the merging process: it consists in replacinḡq by q for all q ∈ Q;
• the new letter finish from state wait leads deterministically to q0;
• the new letter finish from stateq in F leads deterministically tosC ;
• the new letter finish from any other state is not defined (thereis a deterministic transition to a bottom non-accepting state).

Transitions inC are not modified. Whenever a couple (letter, state) does not fall in the previous cases, it has no effect.
We now show that this construction is correct.
We first prove that for allw ∈ A∗, there exists a sequence of words(wp)p≥1 such thatPA(w) = supp PB(wp).
The probability to faithfully simulate one transition is

(
2
3

)n
. It follows:

δB(q0, ŵ · finish) =

(
2

3

)k

PA(w) +

(
1−

(
2

3

)k
)
q0,

for somek satisfyingn ≤ k ≤ n · |w| (the numberk corresponds to the number of transitions followed along a faithful
simulation ofw). This implies thatsupp PB((ŵ · finish)p) = PA(w), hence if val(A) = 1, then val(B) = 1.

Conversely, we prove that if val(B) = 1, then val(A) = 1. Let w a word read byB accepted with probability close to1, we
factorize it as follows:w = u1 · finish · . . . · uk · finish, such thatui does not contain the letter finish. The key observation is
that if k = 1, the wordw is accepted with probability at most23 . Hence we consider only the casek > 1. We assume without
loss of generality thatPA(u1) > 0 (otherwise we deleteu1 · finish and proceed). In this case, a thread has been thrown while
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readingu1 that reachedsC , so the syntactic process started: it follows thatui for i > 1 are in the image of̂ . This implies
that the simulation is sound: fromw we can recover a word inA∗ accepted with probability arbitrarily close to1 by A.

This completes the proof.
The proposition implies the following corollary: the value1 problem is undecidable, even for probabilistic automata with

only one probabilistic transition.

DECOMPOSITION TREES OF BOUNDED SPAN

Theorem 7 Let A be a finite alphabet,(M, ·, 1) a monoid equipped with a function♯ that maps every idempotente ∈M to
another idempotent elemente♯ ∈M andφ : A∗ →M a morphism. Every wordu ∈ A+ has a decomposition tree whose span
is less than3 · |M |.

The following proof appeared in [22]; we give it here for the sake of completeness.
Proof: We start by adding a few letters toA. For every idempotente ∈M , we add a lettere to the alphabetA, and extend

φ by φ(e) = e. We do not lose generality because this operation does not modify the monoidM , and a decomposition tree for a
word with letters from the original alphabet cannot use the new letters of the extended alphabetA = A∪{e | e ∈M, e = e

2}.
We proceed by induction on the length ofu.
First, if u is a lettera, the decomposition tree whose only node is labelled by(a, φ(a)) has span1.
Consider now a wordu with at least two letters. According to Theorem 6, there exists a Ramseyan factorization treeTu of

u of height less than3 · |M |. According to Lemma 8, this factorization tree is in generalnot a decomposition tree, except in the
very special case where it has no discontinuous nodes. The rest of the proof shows how to transformTu into a decomposition
tree of span less than3 · |M |. The proof technique consists in taking care of the discontinuous nodes ofTu in a bottom-up
fashion.

If Tu has no discontinuous node then it is already a decompositiontree. Moreover its span is equal to its height, which is
less than3 · |M |.

If Tu has at least one discontinuous node, lett be such a node with maximal depth. By definition,t has at least three
children t1, . . . , tk labelled by(v1, φ(v1)), . . . , (vk, φ(vk)) and t itself is labelled by(v, φ(v)) = (v1 · · · vk, φ(v1 · · · vk)). We
haveφ(v1) = . . . = φ(vk) = e and sincet is discontinuous,e 6= e♯. We distinguish two cases.

• Either t is the root ofTu. In that casev = u and we can construct directly a decomposition treeTu of u of span less
than3 · |M |. Let T1, . . . , Tk be the subtrees ofTu whose roots are respectivelyt1, . . . , tk. Then, sincet is a discontinuous
node of maximal depth inTu, each subtreeT1, . . . , Tk contains no discontinuous node at all. Consequently, each subtree
Ti is a decomposition tree whose span is equal to its height, which is less than3 · |M | − 1. Then a decomposition tree
for u is the tree with the root labelled by(u, e♯) and childrenT1, . . . , Tk. Sincee 6= e♯, the root is discontinuous and the
span of this tree is less than3 · |M |.

• Or t is not the root ofTu. Sincet is labelled by(v, e♯), there exist two wordsw,w′ ∈ A+ such thatu = w · v · w′. We
replace the subwordv in u by the lettere♯ and obtain the wordu′ = w · e♯ · w′. Sincet is a discontinuous node, it is
an iteration node and has at least three children, thusv has length at least3. Thus,u′ is strictly shorter thanu and we
can apply the induction hypothesis tou′: let T ′ be a decomposition tree foru′, whose span is less than3 · |M |. One of
the leaves ofT ′ corresponds to the lettere♯ of u′ and is labelled by(e♯, e♯). We replace this leaf by the decomposition
treeTv of v given by induction hypothesis. Since the root ofTv is labelled by(v, e♯), we obtain a decomposition tree
for u = w · v · w′, whose span is less than3 · |M |. This completes the induction step.

Lemma 9 Let A be a finite alphabet, andM a monoid equipped with a function♯ that maps every idempotente ∈ M to
another idempotent elemente♯ ∈M . Suppose moreover that for every idempotente ∈M ,

e♯ · e = e♯ = e · e♯ . (17)

Then for every idempotent elemente ∈M , either e♯ = e or e♯ <J e.
As a consequence, the number of discontinuous nodes along a path in a decomposition tree is at mostJ , whereJ is the

number ofJ -classes of the monoid.

Proof: We prove the first part of the lemma. Equation (9) implies thate♯ = e♯ee♯ thuse♯ ≤J e. Now, we suppose that
e ≤J e♯ and prove thate = e♯. SinceM is finite, we haveeDe♯. Sincee · e♯ = e♯, it follows eRe♯. By a dual argument,
we haveeLe♯; henceeHe♯. Both e and e♯ and idempotents, so according to Green’s theorem (seee.g [14], Theorem 2.2.5.)
e = e♯.

The second part of the lemma is an immediate consequence, since the sequence of elements of the monoid labelling a branch
of a decomposition tree, starting from the root, is non-decreasing for theJ -order and strictly increasing on discontinuous nodes.
Indeed, if an internal node has two children labelled by(u1,u1) and (u2,u2) then by definition of a decomposition tree the
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node is labelled by(u1 · u2,u1 · u2) and by definition of theJ -order,u1 · u2 ≤J u1 andu1 · u2 ≤J u2. For continuous
nodes, the same idempotent labels both the internal node andits children. For discontinuous nodes, the father node is labelled
by some idempotente♯ and the children bye 6= e

♯, and we conclude with supra.

ABOUT THE EXTENDEDMARKOV MONOID AND LEAK WITNESSES

Theorem 5 An automatonA is leaktight if and only if its extended Markov monoid contains no leak witness.

The proof is split in two parts, the direct implication (Lemma 13) and the converse implication (Lemma 14).

Lemma 13. If the extended Markov monoid of an automatonA contains a leak witness thenA has a leak.

Proof: Suppose that there is a leak witness(u,u+) in the extended Markov monoid.
By definition of a leak witness,u andu+ are idempotent and there existsr, q ∈ Q such thatr is u-recurrent,u+(r, q) = 1

andu(q, r) = 0. We prove now that there exists a leak fromr to q.
By induction, following the proof of Lemma 4 for each(u,u+) in the extended Markov monoid, we build a sequence

(un)n∈N such that for every statess, t ∈ Q the sequence(un(s, t))n∈N converges and

u(s, t) = 1 ⇐⇒ lim
n

un(s, t) > 0 , (18)

u+(s, t) = 0 ⇐⇒ ∀n ∈ N, un(s, t) = 0 , (19)

u+(s, t) = 1 ⇐⇒ ∀n ∈ N, un(s, t) > 0 . (20)

To complete the proof, we show that(un)n∈N is a leak inA from r to q. According to Definition 5, there are four conditions
to be met.

First condition is by hypothesis. Moreover, sinceu+ is idempotent then according to (18) all the(un)n∈N are idempotent.
Second, letMu the Markov chain associated with transition probabilities(u(s, t))s,t∈Q. We prove thatr is Mu-recurrent.
Since r is u-recurrent, and according to (18),∀s ∈ Q, u(r, s) > 0 =⇒ u(s, r) > 0. But u is idempotent becauseu is
idempotent and (18). Thus according to Lemma 2,r is u-recurrent. Third, we need to prove∀n ∈ N, un(r, q) > 0, this holds
because of (20) andu+(r, q) = 1. Fourth, we need to prove thatr is not reachable fromq in Mu. Sinceu = limn un and
according to (18),u(s, t) = 1 ⇐⇒ u(s, t) > 0, thus accessibility in the directed graphu and in the Markov chainMu

coincide. Sinceu(r, q) = 0 andu is idempotent,r is not accessible fromq in u, thus neither accessible inMu.

Lemma 14. If the extended Markov monoid of an automatonA contains no leak witness thenA is leaktight.

Proof: By contraposition, suppose there is a leak(un)n∈N from a stater to a stateq in A, and for eachs, t ∈ q, denote
u(s, t) the limit of the sequence(un(s, t))n∈N andMu the Markov chain induced by(u(s, t))s,t∈Q. By definition of a leak:

r is recurrent inMu, (21)

∀n ∈ N, un(r, q) > 0, (22)

r is not accessible fromq in Mu. (23)

To get to the conclusion, we use the leak(un)n∈N to build a leak witness(v,v+) in the extended monoidG+ of A.
The first task is to define the pair(v,v+). By hypothesis, we can apply the Lemma 7 to each wordun of the leak, which

gives for eachn ∈ N a pair (un,u+,n) ∈ G+ such that for all statess, t:

u+,n(s, t) = 1 ⇐⇒ un(s, t) > 0 , (24)

un(s, t) = 1 =⇒ un(s, t) ≥ p2
3·J2

min . (25)

Since the extended Markov monoid is finite, there existsN ∈ N such that:

for infinitely manyn ∈ N, (uN ,u+,N) = (un,u+,n) . (26)

Let (v,v+) = (uN ,u+,N )|G+|!. Then according to Lemma 1,(v,v+) is idempotent. Note also that according to (24) and
since theun are idempotent (by definition of leaks),

u+,N is idempotent andv+ = u+,N . (27)

Now, we prove that(v,v+) is a leak witness. According to i) of Lemma 10, sincev is idempotent, there existsr′ such that
v(r, r′) = 1 and r′ is v-recurrent. By definition of a leak witness, if we prove that (a) v+(r

′, q) = 1, (b) v(q, r′) = 0 then
(v,v+) is a leak witness.
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We first prove (a). Letη = p2
3·J2

min andK = |G+|!. Then:

v(r, r′) = 1 (by definition ofr′)

=⇒ u
K
N (r, r′) = 1 (by definition ofv)

=⇒ u
K
n (r, r′) = 1, for infinitely manyn (by definition ofN )

=⇒ uK
n (r, r′) ≥ ηK , for infinitely manyn (by (25))

=⇒ uK(r, r′) ≥ ηK (becauseu = lim
n

un)

=⇒ r′ is u-recurrent (becauser is u-recurrent)

=⇒ ∃l, ul(r′, r) > 0 (28)

(becauser andr′ are in the same class ofu-recurrence)

=⇒ ∃l, ul+1(r′, q) > 0 (becauseu(r, q) > 0)

=⇒ ∃l, ∃N ′, ∀n ≥ N ′, ul+1
n (r′, q) > 0 (becauseu = lim

n
un)

=⇒ ∃N ′, ∀n ≥ N ′, un(r
′, q) > 0 (theun are idempotent)

=⇒ ∃N ′, ∀n ≥ N ′,u+,n(r
′, q) = 1 (by (24))

=⇒ u+,N (r′, q) = 1 (by definition ofN )

=⇒ v+(r
′, q) = 1 (according to (27)).

Now we prove (b). By contradiction, suppose thatv(q, r′) = 1. Then:

v(q, r′) = 1

=⇒ u
K
N (q, r′) = 1 (by definition ofv)

=⇒ u
K
n (q, r′) = 1, for infinitely manyn (by definition ofN )

=⇒ uK
n (q, r′) ≥ ηK , for infinitely manyn (by (25))

=⇒ uK(q, r′) ≥ ηK , (becauseu = lim
n

un)

=⇒ r′ is reachable fromq in Mu

=⇒ r is reachable fromq in Mu (according to (28))

which contradicts (23).
This completes the proof of (b), thus(v,v+) is a leak witness, which concludes the proof of Lemma 14.

ABOUT ♯-HEIGHT

In this section, we adapt Kirsten’s results to show that the♯-height of an automaton is at most|Q|. The following statements
are straightforward translations from [15], we provide them for the sake of completeness.

Consideru an idempotent limit-word. We define∼u the relation onQ by i ∼ j if u(i, j) = 1 andu(j, i) = 1. Clearly,∼u

is symmetric, and sinceu is idempotent,∼u is transitive. If for somei there is aj such thati ∼u j, theni ∼u i thanks to
u’s idempotency. Consequently, the restriction of∼u to the set

Zu = {i ∈ Q | there is somej such thati ∼u j}

is reflexive,i.e ∼u is an equivalence relation onZu. By equivalence class of∼u we mean an equivalence class of∼u on Zu.
We denote by[i]u the equivalence class ofi, and byCl(u) the set of equivalence classes of∼.

Lemma 15. The following two properties hold:

• Let u,v be two limit-words andi, j in Q. Then(u · v)(i, j) ≥ u(i, k) · v(k, j) for all k in Q.
• Let u be an idempotent limit-word andi, j in Q. There is somel in Q such thatu(i, j) = u(i, l) · u(l, l) · u(l, j).

Proof: The first claim is clear and follows from the equality:

(u · v)(i, j) =
∑

k∈Q

u(i, k) · v(k, j) .

Consider now the second claim. For everyk, we haveu(i, j) = (u3)(i, j) =
∑

l,l′∈Q u(i, l) · u(l, l′) · u(l′, j) ≥ u(i, k) ·

u(k, k) · u(k, j). Sinceu = u
n+2, there arei = i0, . . . , in+2 = j such thatu(i, j) = u(i0, i1) · . . . · u(in+1, in+2). By a
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counting argument, there are1 ≤ p < q ≤ (n+ 1) such thatip = iq. Let l = ip. We have

u(i, l) = u
p(i, l) ≥ u(i0, i1) · . . . · u(ip−1, ip),

u(l, l) = u
q−p(l, l) ≥ u(ip, ip+1) . . .u(iq−1, iq), and

u(l, j) = u
n+2−q(l, j) ≥ u(iq, in+2) . . .u(in+1, in+2) .

Hence,u(i, l) · u(l, l) · u(l, j) ≥ u(i0, i1) . . .u(ip−1, ip) = u(i, j), and the second claim follows.

Lemma 6 Let u andv be two idempotent limit-words. Assumeu ≤J v, then |Cl(u)| ≤ |Cl(v)|.

Proof: Let a, b two limit-words such thata · v · b = u. We assumea · v = a and v · b = b. If a and b do not
satisfy these conditions, then we proceed the proof fora = a · v andb = v · b. We construct a partial surjective mapping
β : Cl(v) → Cl(u). The mappingβ depends on the choice ofa andb. For everyi, j with i ∼v i and j ∼u j satisfying
a(j, i) · v(i, i) · b(i, j) = 1, we setβ([i]v) = [j]v. To complete the proof, we have to show thatβ is well defined and thatβ
is indeed surjective.

We show thatβ is well defined. Leti, i′ such thati ∼v i and i′ ∼v i′. Moreover, letj, j′ such thatj ∼u j and j′ ∼u j′.
Assumea(j, i) · v(i, i) · b(i, j) = 1 anda(j′, i′) · v(i′, i′) · b(i′, j′) = 1. Thus,β([i]v) = [j]u andβ([i′]v) = [j′]u. To show
that β is well defined, we have to show that if[i]v = [i′]v, then [j]u = [j′]u. Assume[i]v = [i′]v, i.e, i ∼v i′. Hence,
v(i, i′) = 1. Above, we assumeda(j, i) · v(i, i) · b(i, j) = 1, and thus,a(j, i) = 1. Similarly, b(i′, j′) = 1. Consequently,
a(j, i) · v(i, i′) · b(i′, j′) = 1, i.e, u(j, j′) = (a · v · b)(j, j′) = 1. By symmetry, we achieveu(j′, j) = 1, and hence,j ∼u j′.

We show thatβ is surjective. Letj such thatj ∼u j. We have to exhibit somei such thatβ([i]v) = [j]u. Sincej ∼u j, we
haveu(j, j) = 1. Sinceu = a · v · b, there arek, l such thata(j, k) · v(k, l) · b(l, j) = 1, and in particular,v(k, l) = 1. By
Lemma 15 there is somei such thatv(k, i) · v(i, i) · v(i, l) = v(k, l) = 1, and in particular,v(i, i) = 1. We havea(j, i) =
(a · v)(j, i) ≥ a(j, k) · v(k, i) = 1, andb(i, j) = (v · b)(i, j) ≥ v(i, l) · b(l, j) = 1. To sum up,a(j, i) · v(i, i) · b(i, j) = 1,
and hence,β([i]v) = [j]u.

Lemma 5 Let u be an idempotent limit-word. We haveCl(u♯) ⊆ Cl(u). Furthermore, ifu♯ 6= u thenCl(u♯) ( Cl(u).

Proof: Let i be such thati ∼
u

♯ i. We show[i]u = [i]
u

♯ . For everyj with i ∼
u

♯ j, we have,i ∼u j. Hence,[i]
u

♯ ⊆ [i]u.
Conversely, letj ∈ [i]u; we haveu(i, j) = 1. Sincei ∼

u
♯ i, we haveu♯(i, i) = 1. To sum up,u♯(i, j) = (u♯ · u)(i, j) ≥

u
♯(i, i) · u(i, j) = 1, and by symmetry,u♯(j, i) = 1, i.e, i ∼

u
♯ j. Hencej ∈ [i]

u
♯ .

Assume nowu♯ 6= u. Let i, j such thatu(i, j) = 1 andu
♯(i, j) = 0. By Lemma 15, there is somel such thatu(i, j) =

u(i, l) · u(l, l) · u(l, j), sou(l, l) = 1. By contradiction, assumeu♯(l, l) = 1. Hence,

u
♯(i, j) = (u · u♯ · u)(i, j) ≥ u(i, l) · u♯(l, l) · u(l, j) = u(i, l) · u(l, l) · u(l, j) = 1,

i.e, u♯(i, j) = 1 which is a contradiction. Consequently,u
♯(l, l) = 0, so l ∼u l and l 6∼

u
♯ l. Thus,l ∈ Zu but l /∈ Z

u
♯ . Hence,

there is a class[l]u in Cl(u), but there is no class[l]
u

♯ in Cl(u♯). In combination with the first part of this lemma, we obtain
Cl(u♯) ( Cl(u).

A FEW LEAKTIGHT AUTOMATA

Proposition 4 Deterministic automata, hierarchical probabilistic automata and♯-acyclic automata are leaktight.

Proof: It is obvious that deterministic automata are leaktight. Wegive an algebraic proof. For deterministic automata the
iteration operation has no effect on limit-words. As a consequence, the extended Markov monoid only contains pair(u,u)
whose both components are equal, and none of them can be a leakwitness. The characterization given by Theorem 2, allows
us to conclude that deterministic automata are leaktight.

The proof for hierarchical automata is given in Proposition9.
The proof for♯-acyclic automata is given in Proposition 10.

Proposition 5 The leaktight property is stable by parallel composition and synchronized product.

Proof: Both cases are proved easily.
For the parallel product, leti be the new initial state. If there is a leak inA||B from a stateq 6= i then this a leak either

in A or B. There can be no leak(un)n∈N from i becausei is u-recurrent only for those wordsu that are written with letters
stabilizing i.

For the synchronized product, the extended Markov monoid ofthe synchronized productA×B is the product of the extended
Markov monoids ofA andB. If there was a leak inA × B, then according to Theorem 5 there would be a leak witness
(u,u+) = ((uA,uB), (u+,A,u+,B)) in the extended Markov monoid ofA × B from a state(rA, rB) to a state(qA, qB).
Then rA is uA-recurrent andu+,A(rA, qA) = 1 thus sinceA is leaktightuA(qA, rA) = 1. Similarly, uB(qB, rB) = 1 thus
u((qA, qB), (rA, rB)) = 1 hence a contradiction.
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A. Leaktight automata strictly contain hierarchical automata

The class of hierarchical automata has been defined in [3].
The statesQ of a hierarchical automaton are sorted according to levels such that for each letter, at most one successor is at the

same level and all others are at higher levels. Formally, there is a mapping rank: Q→ [1, . . . , l] such that∀a ∈ A, ∀s, t ∈ Q
such thata(s, t) > 0, rank(t) ≥ rank(s) and the set{t | a(s, t) > 0, rank(t) = rank(s)} is either empty or a singleton.

Proposition 9. Every hierarchical automata is leaktight.

Proof: We prove by induction that for every extended limit-word(u,u+) in the extended Markov monoid of a hierarchical
automata, for every stater:

(r is u-recurrent) =⇒ (∀q 6= r,u+(r, q) = 0) . (29)

Property (29) obviously holds for base elements(a, a).
Property (29) is stable by product: let(u,u+) and(v,v+) with property (29) and letr ∈ Q beuv-recurrent. By definition of

hierarchical automata the recurrence classes of the limit-wordsu,v anduv are singletons thusr is necessarily bothu-recurrent
andv-recurrent. According to (29),∀q 6= r, u+(r, t) = 0 thus∀q 6= r, (u+v+)(r, q) = 0.

Property (29) is obviously stable by iteration, which terminates the proof.
The inclusion is strict, an example is given by Fig. 2.

B. Leaktight automata strictly contain♯-acyclic automata

The class of♯-acyclic automata has been defined in [13].
Let A be a probabilistic automaton, to define♯-acyclic automata, we define an action on non-empty subsets of states. Given

S ⊆ 2Q and a lettera, by definitionS · a = {t | ∃s ∈ S, a(s, t) = 1}. If S · a = S, then we define the iteration ofa:
S · a♯ = {t | ∃s ∈ S, a♯(s, t) = 1}. Consider now the graph whose vertices are non-empty subsets of states and there is an
edge fromS to T if S · a = T or S · a = S andS · a♯ = T . The automatonA is ♯-acyclic if the unique cycles in this graph
are self loops.

We extend the action on any limit-word: givenS ⊆ Q and a limit-wordu, by definitionS · u = {t | ∃s ∈ S,u(s, t) = 1}.

Proposition 6 Deterministic automata,♯-acyclic automata and hierarchical automata have♯-height1.

Proof: For deterministic automata, this is obvious because there are no unstable idempotent in the Markov monoid so the
iteration operation is useless and the♯-height is actually0.

For ♯-acyclic automata, this is a corollary of results in [13]: ifa ♯-acyclic automaton has value1 then there exists a sequence
of lettersa0, b0, a1, . . . , an, bn, an+1 ∈ (A ∪ {ǫ})∗ such thata0b

♯
0a1b

♯
1 . . . anb

♯
nan+1 is a value1 witness.

Proposition 10. Every ♯-acyclic automata is leaktight.

Proof: We prove that for all extended limit-word(u,u+), we have(u(s, t) = 0,u+(s, t) = 1) ⇒ s is transient, which
implies the leaktight assumption, by induction onu. The caseu = a is clear. Consider the caseu = v

♯, and lets, t states
such that(u(s, t) = 0,u+(s, t) = 1). Then either(v(s, t) = 0,v+(s, t) = 1) or v(s, t) = 1 andt is transient inv. In the first
case, the induction hypothesis ensures thats is transient inv. In the second case,s would be transient inv. In both cases,s
is transient inv, so also inu.

Consider now the caseu = u1 · u2, and lets, t states such that(u(s, t) = 0,u+(s, t) = 1). Assume toward contradiction
thats is recurrent inu. Let C = {q | u(s, q) = 1} be the recurrence class ofs, so we haveC ·u = C. The♯-acyclicity implies
thatC · u1 = C andC · u2 = C.

There are two cases: either there existsp such that(u1(s, p) = 0,u1+(s, p) = 1), or such thatu1(s, p) = 1 and(u2(s, p) =

0,u2+(s, p) = 1). Consider the first case, andT = C · u♯
1. We haveT ( C, soT · u♯ = C, which defines a♯-cycle overC,

contradiction. In the second case, letT = C ·u♯
2, we haveT ( C soT ·u♯ = C, which defines a♯-cycle overC, contradiction.

This completes the proof.
The inclusion is strict: Fig. 4 provides an example of leaktight automaton which is not♯-acyclic.
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